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	Windows Embedded Compact 7 is really the latest version of Windows CE. Books dedicated to this

	operating system are relatively scarce. Windows CE turned into a proper RTOS when Windows CE 3.0

	was launched. A few books were published, most notably by Douglas Boling and James Wilson. The first

	book concentrated on application programming and was updated for new versions of the system as

	these appeared. The second book was a comprehensive tutorial on the creation of Windows CE based

	systems. Recently, books by Samuel Phung and others continue with this trend of introducing

	developers of embedded systems to Windows CE. However authoring a book that is dedicated to one

	aspect of the system wasn’t challenged. Device drivers are at the core of embedded system development.

	Every computer system, be it a general purpose computer or an embedded computer system time

	critical or not, has to address three phases: data input, data manipulation, and data output. Embedded

	systems commonly go through all three phases without human intervention. Data input and data output

	have to be handled via peripheral I/O devices.





	This book endeavors to usher the reader into the development process of stream interface device

	driver model used in Windows Embedded Compact 7 and previous versions of Windows CE. The stream

	interface device driver model is the most commonly used in the Windows Embedded Compact

	(Windows CE) operating system. There are native device drivers for user interface input and display

	device drivers but most device driver developers use the stream interface driver model for their

	development needs.





	If Windows Embedded Compact operating system would have been another general purpose

	operating system, this book would be of interest only to device driver developers. However Windows

	Embedded Compact is anything but a general purpose OS. It is an embedded hard real-time operating

	system and therefore application developers of time critical software have to understand how to access

	I/O hardware. Understanding kernel mode device drivers and developing user mode interaction with

	these should benefit the application developers as much.





	Understanding the new filter driver model of Windows Embedded Compact 7 can help application

	developers move code of input data filtering algorithms such as Finite Impulse Response to Fast Fourier

	Transformations from the user mode process to the kernel for better performance and modularity.





	This book is not an introduction to Windows Embedded Compact and how to create Windows

	Embedded Compact 7 based operating system images. It assumes the reader already knows how to

	perform these tasks. Therefore it skims the surface when discussing Platform Builder and kernel

	debugger techniques.





	At the end of the book there is a bibliography list, divided by topics to help the reader find out more

	about topics that may need more clarification, such as JTAG and the related “scan chains.”
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Secure Systems Development with UMLSpringer, 2004
Attacks against computer systems can cause considerable economic or physical damage. High-quality development of security-critical systems is difficult, mainly because of the conflict between development costs and verifiable correctness.
Jürjens presents the UML extension UMLsec for secure systems development. It uses the standard UML...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 New FeaturesPackt Publishing, 2011


	Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 offers exciting new features that enable you

	to build and maintain a robust customer relationship management system for

	your organization.




	This book is your one-stop resource for getting grips with most of the new features of Dynamics CRM 2011. To make learning fun and engaging, we will...
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Social Computing in Homeland Security: Disaster Promulgation and Response (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009
The sequence of major events that occurred after entering the twenty-first century have all pointed to an effective emergency response as one of the most complex challenges many countries now face.
Social Computing in Homeland Security: Disaster Promulgation and Response presents a theoretical framework addressing how to...
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Practical ClojureApress, 2010

	This book is the first definitive reference for the Clojure language, providing both an introduction to functional programming in general and a more specific introduction to Clojure’s features. This book demonstrates the use of the language through examples, including features such as STM and immutability, which may be new to...
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Data Analysis with Open Source ToolsO'Reilly, 2010

	THIS BOOK GREW OUT OFMY EXPERIENCE OF WORKING WITH DATA FOR VARIOUS COMPANIES IN THE TECH
	industry. It is a collection of those concepts and techniques that I have found to be the
	most useful, including many topics that I wish I had known earlier—but didn’t.


	My degree is in physics, but I also worked as a software...
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Speaking in Styles: Fundamentals of CSS for Web Designers (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2009
Design is a way to communicate ideas visually. Unlike speaking or writing, however, visual communication happens almost instantaneously on a visceral level. Within seconds of seeing something, we should be able to understand its visual message. Obviously some designs such as illustrations may take additional deciphering, but when we look at...
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